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Hanging curtains the wrong way! I really love this setup and spend a lot of time in here since I do my makeup
at that vanity each morning. Plus, I use the closet in this room so I pretty much spend every morning right in
here. Even in this space that I love and use a lot , I was making a big rookie mistake. And can you believe
what a big difference that simple change made to this space? Getting the right sized curtains makes the
window look and feel a lot bigger than it did before, which makes the whole room feel bigger. Well, first of
all, you want to hang the curtains a lot wider and a lot higher than the actual window. This way the window
will appear larger than it is and the ceiling will appear taller than it actually is. How wide should the curtain
rod be hung? We chose to hang this rod at least one foot, or 12 inches, outside of the window on both sides.
We recommend this number on pretty much any window because this will allow the curtains to drape down
without interfering with the light of the window. A longer rod will eliminate this problem and make your
window appear larger. After your rod is mounted, add one curtain clip we used these ones to the outside of the
hardware and have the remaining curtain clips on the inside or window side of this rod. How high should the
rod be? This rod can actually be hung even higher than this one if you wish. We measured about 6 inches from
the ceiling but anywhere from inches is perfect. And looking back, I should have chosen a black rod from the
very beginning. How long should the curtains be? Once you hang your curtain rod, or at least figure out where
it will be hung, then you can figure out how tall your curtains should be. Please learn from my rookie mistake
and do not choose curtains that look like flood pants! Unfortunately, not all curtains will come the exact length
that you need them boo! So you may need to hem them so they are the perfect height for your space. A dry
cleaner is obviously a lot more convenient but it can also be expensive AND having to figure out the length
prior to hanging them can create a margin of error. The DIY option is time-consuming but it is a lot more
cost-effective. Check out this tutorial for no-sew hemming! Once you have your high and wide black curtain
rod with the extra long curtains, your windows will magically appear much larger than they did before.
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Tweet Be it from prying eyes, fingers or leaders, hiding your weapons is an integral part of safely owning
firearms, and never more than when it comes to your handguns. This is number one in a series on basic
techniques and methods to keeping your handguns concealed and safe in any environment. Stay tuned for
more solutions on hiding your handgun at work, underground and on your person. In the home When hiding
your handgun, consider whether the storage length will be long or short term and always look for places in
your home that are by their own virtue not frequented often by others. Under a cabinet would be a decent
balance of security and accessibility for back up guns requiring longer term storage. Make no mistake,
stashing guns around your house is serious business â€” the safety of others is at stake so there is no room for
error. For this reason, an honest and informed and even professional assessment of your living space and
conditions is crucial. Where as a couple living alone in the woods with few visitors may get away with storing
their frequently carried in an old boot in their shoe closet, a family of five has a lot more to consider. The
down The first decision is between long and short term storage while the paradox here is between security and
access. A corollary consideration is who are you really hiding your guns from: The decision and method you
chose to hide your handgun will fall somewhere between the extremes of concealed carrying your gun at all
times and burying your handgun as a super long-term survival strategy. When making this decision, more than
ever, terrain and circumstances dictate tactics. Short term solutions are ideal for every-day-carriers. Also
realize that education is the only real long term solution to keeping your children safe around guns. When it
comes to hiding your handgun, custom solutions are often the best and most satisfying solutions. Take the
information here as inspiration and seek out creative and adaptive solutions on your own for full effect custom
solutions are often the best solutions. The best place for your handgun may be on your person and in a gun
safe at all other times. The solutions Rapid access safe from Hornady use a credit card swipe to access. These
storage devices come in many different sizes and make use of other technologies like fingerprint detection and
wrist units. Others use classic combination locks. Small rapid access safes utilize a variety of technologies and
can be stored discretely and some quite creatively in any room of the house, but they are all cost prohibitive.
Magnetic latches come in various styles, are usually quite cheap and offer a range of adaptive solutions for the
creative gun owner. Their real value is in ability to store and remove your handgun easily and repeatedly via
magnets, though hooks and other apparatuses may be more appropriate. On many guns with metallic
components, magnetic latches can make great, cheap fast access mounting mechanisms. While a burglar might
go through your bedroom closet more carefully, in the bathroom they likely will not. Note, this method is not
suitable for walk-in closets. The tank of the toilet is a viable though not ideal back-up option for storage â€”
just make sure the handgun is double or triple wrapped to avoid any moisture coming into contact with your
gun or ammo. Bedroom Your laundry hamper offers a lot storage potential for handguns as thieves are usually
not interested in your soiled clothes. Store the gun in a bag and hide amongst your unmentionables or, utilize a
liner and hide underneath. This method works as a dirty solution for hotel stays too. Thieves and curious
children will likely be attracted to your bedroom closet so extra care must be taken when attempting to hide
anything of value here. One, high concealment, low cost, lowered security method is to hang the gun off a
plastic hanger one that is easily broken through the trigger guard for semi-autos I advise against storing with a
round in the chamber. Cover with a button up shirt and jacket, pants and tie leave the dress shirt partially
unbuttoned so that you can reach in and grab your pistol unfettered. Suits are just one of many types of
clothing that can effectively hide your handgun and keep it ready to grab at a moments notice. Alternative
methods could be sewing quick entry pockets on some old jeans that can be accessed while the pants hang.
Most desk and dresser drawers have space somewhere between the door and the outer panels, separated by a
frame. Handguns can be hidden here, but for added security, try adding interior wood panels on both or all
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sides to hide the gun visually if a thief pulls out the whole drawer. Nightstands and dressers usually have room
between the drawers and the outer paneling and depending on the style of yours, may be suitable for short or
longer term storage. Likewise, custom cabinets can be built for those with talents in the woodshop. Hallway
Whenever drywall work presents itself, you have the opportunity to hide a handgun before sealing up any
holes. Cut out an appropriately sized section in a place where guests or family are not likely to touch or lean a
good place would be next to an entry door, below the switchplate. Mount your weapon a simple hook will do
here and glue the old drywall back in place with the help of some patch tape. Mud and paint to match. To
retrieve the gun, just put your fist through the patch and grab. Vent safes some of which are quite sophisticated
and basic storage solutions behind duct panels will usually suffice for long term storage, but for added benefit,
take advantage of turns in the ductwork that cannot be seen into when opening from inside your home. For
additional security, put your handgun in a case and securely tie a piece of fishing line then push the package
around the corner of duct so it is not visible upon removing the front panel. Keep the line out of sight by lying
it along the corner of the sheet metal duct and using clear tape to secure. Kaboom is not for kids. Be smart
when stashing guns in your pantry and do not pick foods or locations that will garner any attention from kids,
bad guys or other house guests. For those with heavier security concerns, less contact with visitors and
children, and solid body front doors with storm doors usually your main entrance , a gun can be secured
around the doorknob and hid via procedure. When opening the door to someone, invite them in but leave the
main door open against the wall, hiding your pistol from the room. For bonus concealment install hooks and
hang coats so they hang over your piece or store your gun itself in a coat pocket. Kitchen An empty cereal box
in the pantry stored on a high shelf is a decent short term solution. This method will work well with a variety
of dry goods or even inside a detergent box, wrapped in plastic or bagged. If you are worried about
malfunctions due to frozen ammo, use the fridge. Go Walter White, Ziploc bag your revolver and hide it in the
fridge or freezer. Those grocery bags folded or collecting next to the refrigerator, under the sink or wherever
you store them can make for a great subterfuge storage area. Just bag the gun and hide it in a readily accessible
but out of the way spot amongst the clutter. The same method works with the empty pizza boxes by your
trashcan â€” just make sure you are in full control your environment at all times and nobody takes out your
gun with the garbage. Thieves used to love CDs, but today, not so much. A small CD wallet is a decent extra
dirty solution to short term storage and also one that migrates to the car easily. Works just as well for DVD
cases. For families full of winners, most trophies unscrew at the bottom and are hollow inside. The bigger the
trophy, the bigger the space â€” an added incentive to always strive for the top of the podium. For a back-up
storage spot, check out the underside of your couch to see if there is a sagging cloth that covers the framework
nowadays these often velcro off, but you may have to do a little surgery. Most couches even ones with
mechanical components underneath usually have ample room and plenty of frame to affix gun mounts. Often,
these area is only covered by a thin piece of cloth that is removable and replaceable. This article is all about
getting gun owners talking and thinking about an important, unavoidable and often fun aspect of owning a
weapon, so please share it with anyone you think would enjoy or benefit and please add any solutions you are
willing to part with in the comments section below.
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While your guns are safe from fire and misuse while inside the safe, they can succumb to another danger â€”
gun safe humidity. Excess moisture can cause your guns to become rusty and it can cause the parts to stick
together, causing a potential misfire. Moisture control in your gun safe should be one of your top priorities as
a gun owner, and this article will explain how to prevent moisture from accumulating to dangerous levels in
your gun safe. Causes of Moisture There are numerous ways in which moisture can invade your gun case and
wreak havoc on your firearms. Moisture is present in the air whether you notice it or not. Some houses have
higher levels of humidity than others, meaning there will be more moisture present. If you have your gun safe
located in the basement your firearms will be susceptible to higher levels of moisture than other parts of the
house. Moisture can come through the walls in your home and cause the humidity to build. If you live in a
tropical climate you will have higher levels of moisture in your home as well. This lowers the humidity inside
the safe which in turn prevents rust. To install, simply mount it to the floor or wall of the safe, route the
detachable cord through a hole in the back of the safe, and plug it in. Silica Packs Another option to control
the moisture inside your gun case is to use silica packs. Silica is a material that actively absorbs moisture and
keeps everything dry and humidity-free. Silica packs are often founds in bags of beef jerky to keep the meat
dry and free of moisture or shoe boxes. These packs can be purchased online in bulk size for a low price. You
should place at least three silica packs in your gun case, but you need to ensure they are not touching any of
your guns directly. Silica packs can damage the metal on your gun and cause corrosion and rust if they come
into contact with your guns. Type of Case Another way to keep moisture out of your gun case is to purchase a
case that features some type of sealant system built in. Common sealants include caulking, foam and silicone.
This should be applied around the door jamb on the inside of the case to prevent moisture and air from seeping
into the case. Preventing excess moisture from entering your gun case is important for maintaining the overall
condition and shape of your guns. You should periodically check your guns for signs of rust or corrosion
which are generally signs of excess moisture. You can wipe down the metal parts of your gun with cleaning
oil and a rag to remove moisture and rust.
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With the right hardware and know-how, you can approach your next picture hanging project with confidence.
Finding the Right Location The first step is to decide where you would like the picture to hang. Recruit a
helper to hold the picture on the wall while you evaluate its placement using the following guidelines: Treat a
grouping of pictures as a single unit. Center the picture or grouping within the available wall space or over the
piece of furniture below it. Position pictures away from direct light and high humidity. Deciding on a location
for one picture is fairly simple, but arranging several pieces in a single space can get a bit more complex. The
answer is to make paper templates with arrows on them to indicate whether the piece will be hung vertically or
horizontally. Mark each end of the frame on the tape then remove the picture. Split any difference between the
two marks for the center. For added stability on wide frames, use two hangers that are equidistant from the
center point. If the frame has a hanger on each side, measure in from the outside edge of the frame to the
center of each hanger and transfer these measurements to the tape. Next, turn the picture over and measure
from the top of the frame to the point the picture will hang. For pictures with a hanging wire and one hanging
point, hook the metal end of a tape measure under the center of the wire. Pull up until the wire is taut, and
measure up to the top of the frame. For frames with a wire that will have two hanging points, pull up on the
wire at both points simultaneously then measure up to the top of the frame. For pictures with D-rings or
sawtooth hangers, hook the tape over the top of the frame and measure down to the spot where the wall hanger
will be attached. Then use a level to make sure it is plumb with the mark on the strip of tape. Choosing
Hardware In order to select the right hardware to hang your picture, you need to know: The approximate
weight of the picture. The type of hanging hardware on the frame. If the wall hanger will be attached to a stud.
There are a number of hardware options for hanging pictures, with the label on the package usually giving the
maximum weight each one is designed to hold. To find the weight of the picture, weigh yourself on a
bathroom scale while holding the picture then subtract your weight from it. Traditional metal picture hooks
work well for lightweight frames fitted with wire while screws or nails are a better choice for sawtooth and
D-rings hangers. If the hanging hardware will attach to a wall stud or solid wood paneling, just about any
hanger suitable for the frame and rated for the weight of the picture will do. Self-tapping threaded anchors are
suitable for attaching all but the heaviest pictures to drywall. Anchors that spread out behind the wallâ€”such
as toggle or molly boltsâ€”provide the most holding power and help keep plaster from cracking. The latest
innovation in picture hanging hardware is a thin curved spring steel wire sold under brand names such as
Heavy Duty Wall Hanger, Hercules Hook, and Monkey Hook. To use, simply twist the sharpened point
through the drywall and push the wire into the wall cavity until it locks in place. They are quick to install and
remove, leaving a very small hole that is easy to spackle and paint over. Installing Hardware Keep in mind that
the spot marked on the wall and the location you attach the hanger may differ since the hook often extends
down from the nail or screw that holds it. To make sure you get it right, position the lowest point of the hook
at the mark before attaching the hardware to the wall. While you can nail or screw directly into drywall,
always drill a pilot hole first in plaster to prevent cracking. Brick and concrete walls require drilling a hole
with a special masonry bit then either hammering in a masonry nail or using a plastic anchor and screw. Hang
Picture To prevent your picture from marring the wall and keep it hanging level, apply self-adhesive rubber
bumpers to the bottom corners on the back of the frame before hanging. After suspending the picture on the
hanger, remove the strip of tape, and use a level to check your work.
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Some folks try wood pegs for the triggerguards. End result is a dropped pistol. Also, placing your handguns on
a door makes them highly visible. Our first choice is to place handguns in lockable, sliding drawers inside the
safe. Tucked inside silicon-treated Bore-Store bags, and then laid flat inside a drawer, handguns are safe,
secure and out of sight. Unfortunately, few safe-makers offer sliding drawer options. If you have a
large-enough safe, you can fit your own lockable drawer unit or small file cabinet with locks. These can be
purchased at office supply stores or Home Depot type outlets. The 4-Gun rack has approximately the same
footprint as a single handgun laying flat. These racks have a strong, welded-steel frame, vinyl-coated to
protect the finish of your pistols. Versatile offers two models, for either 4 guns or 6 guns. Click HERE for a
degree view of the 4-gun unit. There is also an optional stacking unit, shown below. The top bracket secures to
the door edge with self-tapping screws. Handguns are held muzzle-down in a plastic-coated wire frame. The
installation is quite secure and this system gives you very fast access to your handguns. However, this unit
requires that you adjust the top shelf of your safe to fit below your longest-barreled handgun. And, unless you
have a very deep safe, you have to clear off most of the items on one side of the top shelf, to avoid interference
when you close the safe door. Rotary Handgun Caddy One other interesting design is the rotary handgun rack.
Like a carousel, it spins to allow easy access to your handguns. It features foam-padded cradles, and an
oak-verneer finish. Still it looks like a clever, compact design that will work with most handguns. This will
hold a large collection of pistols in a relatively compact space. These racks are crafted from medium density
fiberboard MDF , then fully upholstered in a soft Rayon fabric that is gentle on your guns. These well-made
racks pack a lot of guns in a small space. However, the barrel slots are only 2. So you do get a very compact
footprint, but the trade-off is a tight fit on larger handguns. Modular Foam Racks If you have large hunting
handguns with top-mounted scopes, or bullseye pistols with fat target grips, consider the Hyskore Modular
Rack which holds guns with the barrel on top and level, so there is plenty of clearance for scopes. Guns are
stored in individual foam bins that can be connected together horizontally. The width of each individual bin
can be adjusted to fit even very wide target grips. Hyskore racks come in sets of three foam bins.
6: Down and dirty solutions to hiding your handgun (at home edition)
On this CD, you get 10 tracks for Hang "Em High, 1 track for Kelly's Heroes, and 13 tracks for Guns for San Sebastian. If
you want the soundtrack for Hang "Em High, you must really purchase this CD!! Enjoy!!

7: Home of Wall Mounted Firearm Security - G-Loc - Wall Mounted Gun Lock and Firearm Security
View concert statistics of Hang 'Em High by Stick to Your Guns played live. Check out who covered the song and in
which years it was played and how often!

8: Tactical Lights for Handguns, Pistols, ARs, Rifles & Shotguns
Our new desktop experience was built to be your music destination. Listen to official albums & more.

9: How to Hang Pictures Right the First Time | Today's Homeowner
Hang 'Em High Lyrics: (Whoa) / Wait until it fades to black / Ride into the sunset / Would I lie to you? / Well, I've got
something to say / Grab your six-gun from your back / Throttle the ignition.
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